Abstract In order to maximize the power output of polycrystalline silicon PV-modules, in previous work we have already tested rectangular cells of 39 × 156 mm which are overlapped along the long sides. The low current density at the cell overlap allows interconnections which need neither soldering nor glueing, but use metallic strips inserted between the cells in the overlap region. The contact is established by the pressure applied to the module during lamination and is retained by the slightly bent cells in the solidified encapsulant. Here we report on the long term stability of different contact materials and contact cross sections applied in eight modules of the 240 W class monitored for up to 24 months of outdoor operation and in a variety of small 5-cell modules exposed to rapid ageing tests with up to 1000 thermal cycles. Cells with three different electrode designs were tested and the contact materials were Cu, Ag, SnPbAg and Sn. Focussing especially on series resistance, fill factor and peak power, it is found that Ag-coated contact strips perform equally well and have practically the same stability as soldered cell interconnections. Due to 70-90% savings in copper and simpler manufacturing the cost of PV-modules may thus be reduced further.
Introduction
Despite their relative maturity, solar cells and photovoltaic modules based on mono-or polycrystalline silicon still have potential for improvement, in terms of higher conversion efficiency as well as in terms of cheaper manufacturing [1] . Here we present experimental results on an interconnection method of solar cells, which permits higher power output per module area and may also lower production costs. Some preliminary results have been published before [2, 3] . The basic idea contains two technological elements:
-First, the format of the solar cells is changed from quadratic to rectangular, the short side being much smaller than in commercial quadratic cells, and the cells are interconnected at the long sides. This leads to short electrical paths and reduces series resistance. It also reduces the linear current density to be transmitted to the next cell. This relaxes the constraints on contact resistance, which in turn allows to overlap the cells and place the interconnection in the overlap region, thereby eliminating shading from metallization and area loss from cell spacing. The advantages of the a e-mail: summhammer@ati.ac.at rectangular format are already exploited in commercially available modules with half-size cells which show a notable decrease of series resistance [4] , and in sliver cells [5, 6] , which go to an extremely small ratio of width to length. -And second, neighbouring cells are actually overlapped, but the interconnection is not made by soldering or the innovative and more gentle methods of glueing with conductive adhesives [7] [8] [9] or any other rigid method, but relies on pure pressure between the front and rear contact areas in the overlap region of two neighbouring cells. This is similar to the technology used in NICE-modules, although there it is applied to solar cells of the usual quadratic format without overlap [10, 11] . The cell format used here is 39×156 mm [12] , which is one quarter of today's commercial standard of 156 × 156 mm. It is a compromise between the possible gains and the number of additional manufacturing steps like cell cleaving by laser and more individual cell handling. Only polycrystalline silicon solar cells were used, because of the expense and limited availability of full square 156 × 156 mm monocrystalline wafers.
The optimum benefit of cells of 39 × 156 mm can be obtained when their metallization pattern on the front and back side is adapted to the overlap interconnection method. Such special cells, which we called QuarterCells to distinguish them from quartered standard commercial cells, have been made for this investigation, but we have also employed quartered standard cells.
The reported experiments tested different kinds of overlap interconnections between the cells, all of which relied on pressure only. For this purpose so called contact strips were placed in the overlap region between two neighbouring cells. These contact strips had different cross sections and different conductive coatings. Although interconnection of metallic conductors by pressure only is a method used universally in power transmission (e.g., the cabling of buildings and machinery, sockets, switches and the multitude of plug connectors), one may doubt the reliability of such a form of interconnection for solar cells in a photovoltaic module. For instance, the contact area between the touching surfaces might decrease over time due to a relaxation of the contact force or a creep of the materials, or there might be slow oxidation or other detrimental chemical reactions of these surfaces. These effects could lead to higher series resistance and lower output power and perhaps even to an interruption of an interconnection. Therefore, the main purpose of this study was to find out how large this increase of series resistance and loss of power will be for different kinds of metallic surfaces and different shapes and thicknesses of the contact strips between the cells.
In order to obtain credible results in a reasonable time, two different sorts of modules were produced and investigated in parallel: small modules with only 5 cells each were subjected to rapid ageing in a climate chamber. And large modules with a nominal power around 240 W, which consisted of either 246, 252 or 276 cells connected in series, were mounted outdoors and their IV-curves monitored permanently for up to 28 months, at present (the experiments are still continued). These modules had operating voltages around 120 V and currents in the range of 2 A or more. Such high voltages of a single module have advantages for use of single-module inverters or for system-layout in building integration, as we have argued before [2, 3, 11] , but the results to be presented here will focus on the physical and technical aspects of the cell interconnection only. In the following sections we describe the technology of the modules, present the data on rapid ageing of the small modules and on the outdoor ageing of the large modules, and analyze the results in relation to the properties of the contact materials between the cells and to other module parameters. We begin with a discussion of the characteristics of the specially made QuarterCells.
Concept of QuarterCells
We introduced a first version of the concept of QuarterCells for crystalline silicon photovoltaic modules already in reference [12] and the version for overlapping of cells in reference [3] , both with the aim of increasing the output power of the modules without changing the basic cell technology. The idea was initiated by the realization that the Fig. 1 . Front and back side of a 156 × 156 mm polycrystalline silicon solar cell to be cut into four QuarterCells. The cuts by laser are done in the three non-metallized stripes at the back, and do not go through the wafers. The final separation is done by breaking along the laser lines. This also breaks the screen printed front bus bars in two (several types of metallization have been tried, the one shown here is called QuarterCell "P"). industrial standard cells of 156 × 156 mm have high current and small voltage, which -even after optimizing the trade-off between minimum shading and minimum electrical series resistance -leads to appreciable optical and ohmic power losses. By slightly adapting the metallization pattern and cutting such a cell into several equal slices, and then connecting these slices in series along the long sides, it is possible to reduce these losses significantly. Especially, if these cells have a thin front bus bar and a similar rear bus bar at opposite long sides of the cell [13] . For our studies we have chosen to make four rectangular cells of 39×156 mm out of a quadratic cell and have called them QuarterCells. A quadratic cell from which the four pieces are cut is shown in Figure 1 . The QuarterCells can be connected in an overlap fashion, such that the rear bus bar of a cell lies directly on top of the front bus bar of the previous cell. A comparison of a string of ten standard cells with three busbars to a string of similar length made of QuarterCells (Fig. 2) shows that the latter can yield about 6.3% more power under standard testing conditions (STC), when normalized to the same string length. The various contributions to this gain in power and the underlying assumptions are listed in Table 1 . But the interconnection of the QuarterCells must not be rigid when such strings are laminated into a module, because solar glass and silicon have different thermal expansion coefficients. In order to solve this problem, one can think of different ways of soldering or glueing to interconnect the overlapped cells. The method we investigate here is pure pressure applied to the contact areas of the cells. 
Tests in this study
The technology investigated here is a method of interconnecting such overlapped cells by pressure only. The essential elements are small metallic contact strips which, in the overlap region, are placed on the front bus bar of the lower cell and which touch the rear bus bar of the next cell when it is placed on top (Fig. 3, top) . The force for good contact is built up during lamination into a module. It is important that the module is of the type glassencapsulant -cells -encapsulant -back sheet. The pressure exerted on the elastic back sheet during lamination bends the cells slightly around the contact strips, and these bends become permanent, if the lamination pressure is kept on during the cooling phase of the lamination until the encapsulant has sufficiently hardened. The permanent bends of the cells create sufficient contact force to ensure good electrical connection between the cells (Fig. 3 , bottom). Since there is no rigid connection, the cells can still slide against each other, and in this manner the string will follow the thermal expansion or contraction of the solar glass during changes in temperature, or when the module is exposed to mechanical loads, with little or no mechanical stress on the solar cells themselves.
The concept of connecting cells in this manner is not restricted to the type of QuarterCells shown in Figures 1  and 3 , but can also be applied to normal cells, which are cut into four (or any other number) equal slices perpendicular to the bus bars and then connected in an overlap fashion. This has also been investigated in this work.
In order to assess the feasibility of this type of interconnection, a number of small and large modules were produced. Since this was an explorative study, and as no similar study seems to have been done before, only general information on the functioning of electrical contacts could be relied on. For instance, a mechanical electrical connection is usually established through many small holes in the oxide layers between the two contacting surfaces and the number of these holes increases with contact force [14] . This suggested to use malleable metals and to create a rather strong curvature of the cells. Therefore the various small and large modules differed by the materials used in the contact strips, their width and thickness, as well as by the number of contact strips between two cells, and by the type of cells used. In several cases only one module with a specific material, width and thickness of the contact strips was made. This was based on the reasoning that, since there are many identical contact strips in a module, already a single module's behaviour should provide valuable information on that type of contact strip.
For all modules, except one small module, the encapsulant was EVA. The small modules consisted of 5 QuarterCells each, or of 5 slices of 39 × 156 mm cut from standard cells perpendicular to their busbars. The large modules were of the 240 W class, and consisted each of six strings, a string containing between 41 and 46 QuarterCells (or quarters of cells cut from standard cells). In each of the large modules, all strings were connected in series, which resulted in operating voltages around 120 V. The small modules were subjected to rapid ageing tests by temperature cycling. After about every 50 cycles their IV-curves Table 2 . Cell types and contact strips used in the small modules. The first column shows pictures of the front and back side of the cells used. Symbols: d, thickness of the coating of the contact strips. T, W , thickness and width of the contact strips, respectively. N , how many contact strips were used between two neighbouring cells. Rs,in, initial series resistance, determined from a fit of the theoretical IV-curve of the one-diode model to the data of the IV curves measured right after production of the modules. *, "tinned iron", a core of Fe with a thin layer of Sn, whose thickness was below 1 μm.
Module
Contact were recorded under STC. Although rapid ageing in the laboratory does not necessarily show the same degradation mechanisms as real outdoor wheathering, they are usually a fast indicator of possible failure modes [15] . The large modules were put into outdoor operation and IV-curves were recorded every two minutes.
Rapid ageing tests of small modules
An overview of the investigated small modules is shown in Table 2 . As can be seen there, three different kinds of cells were used. One type were quartered standard cells with two bus bars. The other two types were two variations of QuarterCells. One was the QuarterCell of type P, already shown in Figure 1 . The other one was called QuarterCell of type K. Its front metallization was the same as that of type P, but at the back side the bus bars consisted of 6 pads of 2 × 17 mm 2 and started only 3 mm from a long edge (see the pictures in Tab. 2). All cells were from p-doped polycrystalline silicon of a thickness between 220 and 240 µm with an n-doped emitter and the metallization was made by screen printing. They were produced by the company Falconcell (operations ceased in 2013). The contact strips were made from different foils, which usually consisted of a core of copper plus a coating (except module P6, see Tab. 2). Since the coating is the relevant material, its thickness is listed separately in Table 2 . The only type of contact strips which had no coating were the pure copper contact strips. More details of the contact strips will be given in the presentation of the individual modules. The front glass of the modules was normal 2 mm float glass. As encapsulant two sheets of 0.5 mm thick EVA were used, one on each side of the cell string, except for module S4, where the silicone-based Tectosil by Wacker was used. Further tests with Tectosil showed that, since it becomes very liquid during lamination, either the pressure is not fully conveyed to the cells or the contact strips obtain a thin insulating film, and no reliable cell interconnections could be produced. Therefore no additional modules with Tectosil were made. The back sheet of all modules was 0.17 mm thick Tedlar and usually black, in some modules it was transparent. The lamination pressure was 820 mbar, except for modules P1 and P3, where it was only 620 mbar.
Small modules with quartered standard cells
With this type of cell four small modules were investigated (S1-S4 in Tab. 2). The overlap of the cells was 2 mm. The contact strips were placed along the bus bars and were allowed to stick out on the front side of the cells by 2 to 3 mm, as can be seen in Figure 4b . The length of the contact strips was between 12 and 20 mm (depending on the material and form used) so that there was usually much more contact area with the rear bus bars than with the front bus bars. The connections at the ends of the modules were done by soldering SnPbAg-coated solar ribbon with copper core to the first and the last cell. Since there was no mechanical connection between the cells, as well as between the cells and the contact strips, they were held together by high temperature adhesive tape (PPI 1040 W, thickness 50 µm) as is visible in Figure 4c . Module S1 had contact strips made from ordinary solar soldering ribbon with copper core and SnPbAg-coating, but they were not soldered to the cells. Module S2 also used contact strips from such ribbon but of different cross section. Module S3 used pure copper strips and module S4 used copper ribbon with a thin galvanic layer of silver (supplied by the company Ulbrich of Austria). 
Small modules with QuarterCells K
Here, five modules were investigated (K1-K5). Modules K1 and K2 were made in identical manner. Since the QuarterCells K had their back side bus pads relatively far from the edge (see photograph in Tab. 2) the cell overlap in these two modules was 5 mm, so that the front bus bar of one cell was directly under the back side bus bar of the next cell (Fig. 5a ). The contact strips were made from silver coated copper ribbon with a cross section of 5.00 × 0.05 mm 2 , the thickness already including 6.5 µm of silver on each side (supplied by Schlenk Metallfolien). Pieces of about 30 mm length were folded once to obtain strips of 15 mm length. These were then folded again at 2 mm from the bent end to obtain an end section of 0.19 mm thickness (after pressing), a length of 2 mm and a width of 5 mm. These served as the actual contact pieces between the cells. The rest of the length of these strips was needed to attach these pieces to the back side of the cells with adhesive tape. Figure 5a shows the connection scheme and Figure 5b the back side of one of these modules before lamination.
Modules K3, K4 and K5 used a cell overlap of only 2 mm. Therefore front and rear bus bars of neighbouring cells were not on top of each other. In the finished module this would lead to pressure of the contact strips onto the front bus bars, but not on the rear bus pads. In order to get contact pressure there, too, the contact strips received an embossing at a position which lay exactly on the rear bus pads as shown in Figure 5c . Since, at the back side of the cells, the contact strips were covered with adhesive tape, after lamination this tape together with the EVA encapsulant and the back sheet had a small deformation rising above the smooth surface of the module's back side and this exerted a force on the contact strip and kept it pressed onto the bus pads. This method is a deviation from the original idea of forming contact by placing front and rear bus bars of two neighbouring cells right on top of each other with a contact strip in between. However, it was tried out, because this option offered the possibility to interconnect the QuarterCells K with only 2 mm overlap instead of 5 mm (the QuarterCells of type K were originally developed for soldered cell interconnections similar to the US-patents [13] , in a project with company Kioto Photovoltaics).
The contact strips of K3 were made from the same silver coated copper ribbon as in modules K1 and K2, but the ribbon was folded to obtain five-fold thickness, such that the dimensions of the contact strips were 0.25 × 5 × 12 mm (T ×W ×L) after pressing, and then the embossing was made. Module K4 used copper contact strips with a thin galvanic layer of silver (the same silver coated copper ribbon as in module S4 was used). Module K5 used contact strips made from pure copper ribbon.
Small modules with QuarterCells P
The back side bus bar of these cells was right at the edge of a long side and was uninterrupted (see photograph in Tab. 2). This permitted the special kind of interconnection shown in Figure 6a . It was applied in the modules P1, P2, P3 and P4. The overlap of the cells was 2 mm.
The special connector consisted of two strips of adhesive tape, which were laid on top of each other with the non-sticky sides facing each other. Then V-shaped pieces of contact ribbon were wrapped around them and stuck to the tapes. This connector was then first pressed onto the front bus bar of one cell and thus stuck to it. Then the second cell was laid on top, and also stuck to the connector. In this manner, the cells were already electrically connected and held in place, but they could still slide against each other a little bit, because the bends in the V-shaped contact strips would allow a little motion. Once the cells were embedded in the module, the cells were slightly bent around the contact strips, which caused additional contact force. As will be seen, this type of connection showed the lowest series resistance and suffered virtually no deterioration in hundreds of temperature cycles. For modules P1 and P2 the contact strips were made from solar ribbon of 50 µm thickness, with a 37 µm copper core and 6.5 µm SnPbAg coating on each side. The width of the ribbon was 3.5 mm. (Ribbon supplied by Schlenk Metallfolien.) For modules P3 and P4 the same Ag-coated copper ribbon was used as in other modules before (e.g. K1, K2), but it was not folded, and its thickness was thus only 50 µm. The modules P5 and P6 used straight contact strips as shown in Figure 6c . Those of P5 were Ag-coated. Those of P6 were made from tinned iron, the thickness of the Sn coating was not determined exactly but was below 1 µm.
Results of thermal cycling of small modules
The rapid ageing tests were done by repeated thermal cycling. The available climate chamber permitted heating to about 90
• C and cooling down to -26 • C. The first 400 cycles were done between 85
• C and -26 • C. Then it was changed to the range 87
• C to -24 • C. The temperature was monitored in four different positions in the chamber. With a fan it was held homogeneous to within +-0.7
• C. One cycle lasted a little over 8 h. The rise and fall of temperature were exponential, the operational modes of the climate chamber being either constant heating or constant cooling. The modules were open circuited during the cycles. After about every 50 cycles the IV-curves of the modules were recorded under STC. Since the modules were added to the climate chamber as soon as they were produced, not all modules have undergone the same number of cycles to date. The module with the smallest number is P6 with 350 cycles.
There are several ageing effects to be expected. Aside from deficiencies of the embedding material, like diffusion of water vapor [16] or yellowing of the EVA [17] , one could expect an increase in series resistance of the cells due to abrasion or slow oxidation or other chemical reactions of the contact strips. This might go as far as complete loss of electrical contact between cells. At the bends of the cells around the contact strips microcracks might develop, which could lead to smaller parallel resistance of the cells and module [18] . Cells might also obtain macroscopic cracks in these regions, which could reduce the short circuit current [19] . The analysis of the IV-curves revealed, however, that all effects are negligible, except for an increase in series resistance which strongly depends on the material of the contact strips. The increase of series resistance entails a decrease in fill factor and thus a decrease of power output. Figures 7 and 8 show this decrease for the three different types of cells. In the following the ageing effects will be discussed separately for each coating material of the contact strips, because this is the dominant determining factor, independent of cell type.
SnPbAg:
The strongest deterioration is observed on modules with SnPbAg-coated contact strips which were made from ordinary solar ribbon. This kind of contact strips was used for two modules with quartered standard cells (S1, S2) and for two modules with QuarterCells P (P1, P2). In all four modules the power loss reaches 5% or more after only around 100 cycles, and from then on it deteriorates fast and in an erratic manner with occasional recovery. This is probably caused by abrasions of the relatively soft SnPbAg (Brinell hardness 16-17 MPa) on the harder surfaces of the screen printed bus bars when the cells slide against each other (the busbars are mainly of sintered silver particles, Brinell hardness 206-250 MPa). The repeated contractions and expansions of the front glass of the module are enforced on the cells, because the glass is much thicker than the cells, and each cell can be considered attached to the glass at its midpoint due to the encapsulant. This model has been found to agree reasonably well with observed cell displacements during thermal cycling [20, 21] . To verify the existence of scratches in the SnPbAg-layer, after the thermal cycles module S1 has been opened at two different positions to take out the contact strips and inspect them with a microscope (Fig. 9) . In Figures 9b and 9c one clearly observes scratches parallel to the length of the strips where the edge of the top cell pressed onto them. Further to the right, in the 2 mm long overlap zone, one also finds scratches in the same direction. Since they are not visible in the whole overlap zone, one may infer that the contact strips were not pressed flat completely during the lamination process and that, in particular, the approximately 0.15 mm thick copper core of these strips was too hard. With a thermal expansion coefficient of the used plate glass of 9 × 10 −6 [22] and of 2.6 × 10 −6 for silicon [23] a theoretical length of the scratches of about 25 µm could be expected, caused by the temperature range -24
• C to +87
• C. However, the scratches tend to be up to 2 or 3 times as long. We attribute this to the much larger expansion coefficient of the Tedlar back sheet (28 × 10 −6 [24]) and a similarly large expansion coefficient, but also a material transition below about 0
• C of EVA [25] , which caused actual bending and re-straightening of these small modules during the thermal cycles. In principle, the contact resistance between the contact strips and the contacted areas of the cells should decrease with pressure [14] . But a relationship of the power loss with stronger contact force is not apparent, as module S2 tended to deteriorate faster than module S1, although it had thicker contact strips and therefore more strongly bent cells resulting in higher contact force. Similarly, module P2 performed worse than the identical module P1, although the former was laminated with 820 mbar and the latter with only 620 mbar. Here it must be mentioned, however, that the pressure during lamination may not be so important, as long as it is sufficiently high to bend the cells around the contact strips. Of more relevance may be the high pressure which the cells should experience from the contraction and hardening of EVA in the cool periods of the thermal cycles [26, 27] . As evidenced by the scratches, the rough surface of the bus bars causes permanent indentations on the SnPbAg coating, and these could become so deep, that in the relaxed state of EVA at STC-temperatures and above the SnPgAg coating formed only loose contact to the cells and actually decreased the contacted area.
Copper: Pure copper contact strips were used in module S3 with quartered standard cells and in module K5 with QuarterCells K. Since copper has a higher hardness than silver or SnPbAg (Brinell hardness 235-878 MPa) one could expect that these contact strips adapt less to the rough surface of the sintered bus bars during lamination, resulting in smaller contact area and higher initial series resistance. This is true for K5, but for S3 only in tendency, compared to the similar modules with SnPbAg, S1 and S2. Then, during thermal cycling, the two modules show a fast decrease of power, but it is less erratic than with modules with SnPbAg-coated contact strips. One cause may be permanent indentations, in this case into the softer silver The contact strips of modules S4 and K4 were thicker and had thinner Ag-coating than all the others (see Tab. 2). Modules P3 and P4 had the connector with the largest contact area, shown in Figure 6a. particles of the bus bars, during the cold stages of the thermal cycles, which then resulted in areas of no contact at ambient temperatures. Another may be oxidation, as Cu may react with acidic by-products in EVA [28] . However, current flow through oxide layers is unlikely. Both CuO, which forms first, and Cu 2 O, which makes up the bulk of the oxyde layer, are semiconductors [29] , and the conductivity of Cu 2 O is found in the range of 120 [30] to several thousand [31] Ω cm. Assuming 1000 Ω cm, an oxide layer as thin as 10 nm, and a contact cross section as large as 4 mm 2 would result in a resistance of 250 mΩ at one interface. This is too high to account for the observed increases in series resistance, so that direct contact of the metals through asperities in the oxide layer must be the path of conductance [14] . With module K5 the very strong decrease of almost 50% in output power and subsequent steady increase to 16% after 800 cycles may have to do with the fact that this was one of the modules where the contact force on the back side of the cells only originated in the bends in the adhesive tape and the back sheet and the probably inhomogeneous distribution of EVA. The repeated softening and hardening of these materials may have led to additional rubbing of the Cu contact strips on the bus pads, which must have cured the contact properties by creating more asperities in the oxide layers. A small effect of curing seems to be present in S3, too. So, in both cases a change of the elastic properties of EVA may have played a role [32, 33] .
Sn on Fe: There was only one module with contact strips made from iron coated with Sn (P6). The choice of this material was based on long term corrosion resistance of Sn [34] . Although data of only 350 cycles are available until now, one observes a slower deterioration than with pure Cu contact strips or with SnPbAgcoated contacts strips. Also, the deterioration is less erratic than with these materials. Nevertheless, it is strong enough to exclude this type of contact strips from further considerations.
Silver: The eight modules which used Ag-coated contact strips show the smallest loss of power, and it is very similar for all three kinds of cells. Since these were the best performing small modules, the evolution of their series resistance values is also shown in Figure 10 . Interestingly, in some of these modules (P3, P4, P5, K1, K4) the power actually increases during the first 100 thermal cycles and from then on decreases only slightly. The series resistance exhibits a corresponding inverse tendency. This behavior may be due to the adaptation of the Agcoating of the contact strips to the morphology of the screen printed bus bars and may have led to increased direct metal-metal contact area during the first cycles. The effect is particularly strong for module K4, which used QuarterCells K and was one of those, where the contact pressure on the rear bus bars was only caused by the elasticity of the adhesive tape, the EVA, and the back sheet (see Fig. 5c ). The thermal cycles might have lead to additional shrinkage of the EVA [27, 33] , thereby increasing contact force. Aside from these mechanical aspects, the chemical properties of silver also favor a good performance of modules with Ag-coated contact strips. Silver does not react directly with O 2 , but with atomic oxygen, thus slowing down the growth of a semiconducting Ag 2 O layer to only some 1.2 nm in 4 to 5 hours in ambient air, while during the same time Cu would develop a layer of Cu 2 O four times as thick [35] . Moreover, the electrical resistivity of Ag 2 O is only in the range of 4.2 × 10 −4 to 5.2 × 10 −3 Ω cm [36] . This is at least a factor of 10 −5 less than the value for Cu 2 O mentioned before. In air, silver also reacts with sulfur-containing molecules to a tarnish of semiconducting Ag 2 S [37], which has a room temperature resistivity around 10 Ω cm, and which decreases with increasing film thickness [38] . This resistivity is still a factor of 0.1 to 0.01 less than that of Cu 2 O. Although one can assume that, here too, the electrical conduction from contact strips to busses proceeds mainly through small holes in the oxide and sulfide layers where metal-metal contact is established [14] , the good conductivity of Ag 2 O and Ag 2 S is very advantageous.
When asking which type of cells and which kind of interconnection performed best, the answer clearly is QuarterCells P with the special interconnector shown in Figure 6a and with contact strips with Ag-coating. The initial values of series resistance of modules with this type of connector are distinctly among the lowest of all modules (P3, P4, see Fig. 10 ). As can be seen in Table 2 , this was also the case for the two modules with this type of connector whose contact ribbon was coated by SnPbAg (P1, P2). The most likely explanation is that this type of connector offers the largest contact area. Incidentally, it also leads to the smallest bending of the cells, and this might reduce the contact force. But with this connector the contact force to the busbars is to some degree also generated by the adhesive tape, which meanders up and down, and its tendency to straighten itself creates additional contact force. There is one module with Ag-coated contacts (P5), which had a still lower initial series resistance and did not have this special connector, although the difference is in the range of the reproducibility of the used method of extracting the series resistance from the IV-curve. This module used only three contact strips (Fig. 6c) . What may certainly have helped to reduce the series resistance of this module is that, in the regions between the contact strips, the front and rear busbars of any two overlapped cells touched each other over several centimeters and this yielded a large additional contact area between the sintered silver particles. This can be visualized with the help of the lower graph of Figure 3 and with Figures 6b and 6c.
Outdoor tests of large modules
Eight large modules with cell type of either quartered standard cells or QuarterCells K and different kinds of contact strips were produced and mounted with an inclination of about 10
• from vertical at a south west facade of the institute (Fig. 11) . Unfortunately, QuarterCells P, to which the special connector (Fig. 6a) could be applied and which showed the best results with the small modules, were no longer available. As with the small modules, the cells for the large modules were produced by Falconcell, except those of module M6, which used cells with 3 busbars cut from quadratic cells from Gintech. One module did not use contact strips, but its cells were connected by soldering with SnPbAg-coated solder ribbon (M4). This module could serve as a reference, since it could be expected that the interconnetions would show little or no degradation. Cutting of cells and manufacturing of strings was done by the authors. Lamination and framing with aluminium profiles was done by the company PVT-Austria. Just as with almost all small modules the encapsulant was EVA. However the front glass was 4 mm thick hardened solar glass with random structured surface for reduced reflection and the back sheet was from a softer PE-based material and not the Tedlar of the small modules. The colour of the back sheets was black, except for the reference module M4, where it was white. As soon as a module was finished it was mounted on the stand. This is why they have different start dates and different periods of exposure until now. The operational cycle of the modules consisted in alternating open-circuit periods with short-circuit periods. Each of these periods lasted for several days to weeks. During the open-circuit periods current-voltage curves of each module were recorded every two minutes from sunrise to sunset. Table 3 gives an overview of the technical parameters of the modules.
The typical degradation of the current voltage curves over periods from 12 to 18 months are shown in Figure 12 for four different modules. The curves have been selected with the same short circuit current (1.2 A). Since for a given module the temperature of the initial curve and of the second curve from the later date were not the same, the open circuit voltages of the two curves to be compared were also different. Fortunately, this has only a small influence on the values of the fill factor, which are quoted in the figures. A recent review of theoretical temperature dependences is given in [39] . The expected temperature coefficient of the fill factor for crystalline silicon solar cells has been evaluated between -0.06 and -0.09%/K (percentage relative to the value of the fill factor) [40] . In practice, a temperature coefficient of -0.19%/K has been found for a small module of two silicon solar cells connected in series [41] . This value has been adopted for the calculation of the temperature-corrected fill factor of the later date for each module, which is quoted in brackets in Figure 12 . For these corrections the temperature coefficient of the open circuit voltage was also needed, and the field value of -0.5%/K obtained in [42] was used.
The essential information in Figure 12 is the change of slope of the IV-curve near the open circuit voltage. This section is more or less a straight line. The inverse of its slope has the dimension of resistance. Although this is not directly the series resistance, one can easily verify with the one-or two-diode model that a change of the series resistance of the module causes a numerically almost identical change of the inverse of this slope. Keeping this in mind, the changes in Figure 12 between initial and final curves show an increase in series resistance of all four modules and associated change in fill factor, although to quite a different degree, depending on the kind of cell interconnection. As could be expected from the results of the small modules, the module with SnPbAg-coated contact strips (M1) showed the strongest deterioration of series resistance. Also the module with contact strips from pure Cu (M7) showed quite a considerable increase in series resistance. On the other hand, the module with Ag-coated contact strips (M2) suffered little deterioration. And so did the reference module (M4), for which hardly any deterioration was expected, because it had soldered cell interconnections. Figure 13 gives an overview of the changes of the monthly averages of series resistance relative to the first month of operation of each module. The selection criteria of the IV-curves used for this analysis were a short circuit current between 1.4 and 1.5 A (but 1.3 and 1.4 A for module M5, because of the smaller illuminated area of each cell), a voltage at the maximum power point larger than 85 V, and a fill factor larger than 40% (to eliminate data from partially shaded modules). These graphs confirm the relatively strong increase of series resistance for the module with SnPgAg-coated contact strips (M1) and the more erratic behavior of the module with Cucontact strips (M7), compared to the stable performance of the modules with Ag-coated contact strips. For these latter modules it can also be noted that there is a twelvemonth period of the changes of the series resistance. A closer inspection revealed a higher series resistance during the warm summer months. This agrees with the known change of series resistance of silicon solar cells [43] and the positive temperature coefficient of electrical resistance of metals.
As the outdoor modules virtually never work under conditions of STC, one has no direct information on how the changes of series resistance affect the nominal output power of the modules. Therefore the performance at STC was estimated in the following way: For each module, an IV-curve from the first few days with a short circuit current around 1.2 A is selected and extrapolated to an IV-curve of same short circuit current, but with observed decline of the fill factor some 12 months up to about 18 months later (depending on module). This was done by fitting the IV-curve to the two diode model and then increasing the series resistance until the fill factor of the later point in time was reached. Then both curves were extrapolated to illumination of 1000 W/m 2 , by changing the short circuit current to that known to apply at STC for that particular module. Then the maximum power of these curves could be compared, and the relative decrease in output power, normalized to the period of one year, could be calculated. The results are shown in Table 4 . This table also lists the maximum power which each module ever delivered outdoors. This was ususally around the end of March, because with the given orientation and inclination, this is the time of year in which these modules can generate the highest power. The final column of Table 4 shows the decrease of the fill factor of each module, normalized to one year. The values are in absolute percent, not relative to the initial value. For this calculation the same selection criteria of IV-curves were used as for the data shown in Figure 13 , especially because higher current was of interest (short circuit current between 1.4 and 1.5 A, (1.3-1.4 A for M5), because an increase of series resistance affects the fill factor more at higher currents, open circuit voltage larger 85 V, fill factor larger 40% to eliminate partial shading of modules, which was possible for the lower modules M1, M2 and M5, M6 due to some bushes, especially in winter in the hours before sunset).
For the modules M1, M4, M6 and M7 the evolution of this fill factor is shown on a day-by-day basis in Figure 14 . One notes the strong deterioration of module M1 due to its contact strips made from SnPbAg. An actual jump of deterioration occurred during the short circuited period of March-April 2014. It is conceivable that during this period some contact strips became hot enough to melt and re-solidify their SnPbAg coating, which would first form good contact to the affected busbars of the cells, but upon cooling in the following night this would be broken again, leading to greater surface roughness and hence higher resistance (soldering would be unlikely, since there was no solder flux). Module M7, with its copper contact strips, also showed quite some deterioration, and it already started with a lower fill factor than other modules. This, and the relative magnitudes of fill factor decline of these two modules are in line with those found in the rapid ageing tests of the small modules with analogous contact strips (S2 and S3, respectively).
Interestingly, module M6, with Ag-coated contact strips shows a smaller decrease in fill factor than the soldered reference module M4. Two factors come into play here: on the one hand, there is some statistical error in the estimates of the decline of the fill factor, which should amount to less than +-0.5% abs./year. On the other hand, module M6 was produced with cells from another company than all the other modules, and it already had the newer technology of three bus bars, which may be an indication, that the silicon used in these cells or the screen printed metallization was of higher quality, too. This opens the possibility that the decline of fill factor of the reference module M4 may not be due to an increase of series resistance of the soldered cell interconnections, but to other ageing effects of the cells [44] [45] [46] .
In Table 4 it should also be noted that module M8 showed a tendency towards a larger decline of fill factor, although its contact strips were silver coated. This module used the same interconnection scheme as the small module K3 (see Figs. 5c and 5d), which means that on the back sides of the cells the contact strips were pressed onto the cells only by the adhesive tape, the encapsulant, and the back sheet of the module. Most likely this pressure is quite a bit lower than that exerted on a contact strip between two overlapped cells, and it may get smaller with repeated warming and cooling of the module, due to a change of viscoelastic properties of EVA [27, 32, 33] .
Summary and conclusion
Comparing the results of rapid ageing of the small modules by thermal cycling and the slower ageing by outdoor exposure of the large modules, one notes that with respect to the different coating materials of the contact strips they show the same trends: Modules with SnPbAg coated contact strips quickly accumulate a high series resistance in both cases, modules with pure Cu contact strips show less degradation, but it is still unacceptably high. Also the one small module with Sn-coated contact strips showed a high loss in power after only a few hundred cycles, although it performed better than the modules with pure Cu contact strips. Only the modules with Ag-coated contact strips exhibit high reliability and appear to degrade no faster than modules with soldered cell interconnections. One large module with Ag-coated contact strips showed an even slower decline of fill factor than the soldered reference module, but possibly this must be attributed to its cell quality. On the other hand it underlines the quality of its contact strips.
Of the three different types of polycrystalline cells employed in this investigation -quartered standard cells, and the special QuarterCells of type K and P, respectivelythe type QuarterCell P performed best. The reason is that its metallization pattern on front and back side was optimally laid out for cell overlap of 2 mm, and maximum contact area between any two cells was achieved.
An interesting observation on small modules with Agcoated contact strips was that after the initial thermal cycles their series resistance became smaller before it started the expected slow increase. This feature is as yet unexplained but a combination of changing of the properties of EVA in a kind of post processing during thermal cycling [33] , and a better adaptation of the silver coating of the contact strips to the grainy surface of the screen printed bus bars on the cells seem plausible.
Another open question is how frequently micro cracks will occur in the bent regions of the cells. This will depend on the curvature imposed on the cell, which in turn will depend on the thickness of the contact strips and their spacing. Micro cracks need not have a noticeable effect on the power output of the module [18] , but in time they may develop into real cracks which separate a part of a cell electrically from the rest. A first check has been done with an electroluminescence scan on one of the worst performing small modules (S2), and it did indeed reveal a small crack at a position of a contact strip [47] . However, the performance of the large modules, with as many as 276 cells connected in series, and especially that of the small modules with cell type QuarterCell P and special connector, indicates that micro cracks may be a minor issue.
A final remark concerns the potential savings of PV modules with crystalline silicon solar cells made with cell interconnections solely based on contact pressure. As we have shown, the overlap concept alone permits more than 6% higher power density of a module without changing the cell technology. And if pressure based contact strips are used instead of the traditional soldering or glueing of metallic ribbons, only very little metal is needed for the cell interconnections. We estimate that between 70% and 90% of the copper currently needed in a typical module with 60 quadratic cells of 156 × 156 mm can be saved in a module of the same power but made with the kind of cells and interconnections presented here. Therefore, although the overlap concept requires a few percent more silicon, the overall material savings and the higher power density should make it an economically more attractive option.
